Life MMO releases the beta version of YOL, A
crypto wallet address-based web messenger
Life MMO (co-representatives of Jeong, Wook and Park, Young-ho) announced on the 24th that it
released the beta version of YOL globally, a crypto wallet address-based global webcommunication platform.
Release date Nov. 24, 2022, 09:02 am EST
Seoul, KR

Life MMO releases the beta version of YOL, a crypto wallet address-based web messenger.

Life MMO (co-representatives of Jeong, Wook and Park, Young-ho) announced on the 24th that it
released the beta version of YOL globally, a crypto wallet address-based global webcommunication platform.
The crypto wallet address acts as a form of ID for better and convenient communication in the
blockchain environment
Providing users with automatic invitations to an NFT Collection Lounge for more social
opportunities among verified NFT owners

The recently released beta version of YOL is a web messenger that uses a crypto wallet
(hereinafter the "Wallet") address as an ID for real-time chat, developed in line with the proliferation
of web 3.0 and digital crypto markets. This results into increasing the convenience of
communication in a blockchain environment such as NFT trading by enabling messaging using the
Wallet address of other persons.
The differentiating feature of YOL is that it expands social opportunities to the owners of the same
NFT. While the existing Wallet address-based messengers support only chat between individuals,
YOL invites users who have an NFT in their Wallet to the corresponding NFT Collection Lounge
(NFT community), providing a venue to network and group chat with verified NFT holders.
Anyone with a MetaMask, Kaikas or Klaytn wallet can connect their wallet to YOL, whose official
and mobile versions will also be released later.
Contact
Life MMO

The full press release with contact information can be viewed online at:
https://amaxwire.com/en/newsroom/10485/life-mmo-releases-the-beta-version-of-yol-a-cryptowallet-address-based-web-messenger
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